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NEW ENERGY
FOR ROTTERDAM!

1. MEMBERS OF THE INTERNATIONAL
ADVISORY BOARD ROTTERDAM

Whereas the Economic Development Board Rotterdam (EDBR)
is focused on Rotterdam, the International Advisory Board (IAB)
Rotterdam works from an international perspective: to serve
as a sounding board and to advise Rotterdam City Council on
the chances of accelerating and strengthening the Rotterdam
economy.

Dr R.F.M. (Ruud) Lubbers*
Chairman of the International Advisory Board Rotterdam

The members of the International Advisory Board are officials
from the top of the international business community, government, politics and science. During the year and during the
annual three-day conference, Rotterdam can utilise their
expertise and experience. By doing this, the IAB places
Rotterdam’s plans and intentions into a global framework
and highlights opportunities and best practices elsewhere
that contribute to a strong and successful economy.

Prof Dr G.J. (Gerlach) Cerfontaine*
CEO Schiphol Group

The third IAB conference took place this year; it was the first
one that I had the honour to chair. It was a challenge for me
to channel the contributions from this inspiring board towards
balanced and concrete recommendations for Rotterdam, which
I have always called home.
As you can read in this report, two main recommendations
jump out: Rotterdam must aspire to become Europe’s leading
intercultural city. In addition, Rotterdam must become the world
capital for CO2-free energy. Recent support from Bill Clinton
provides an enormous stimulus for this recommendation!
We wish Rotterdam City Council success in implementing
these recommendations.

Dr S.R.A. (Steven) van Eijck*
Vice-chairman of the International Advisory Board Rotterdam /
chairman of the Economic Development Board Rotterdam

Ir C.J. (Kees) van der Graaf*
President Europe Unilever NV
Dr A.H.G. (Alexander) Rinnooy Kan*
Chairman of the Social and Economic Council
of the Netherlands
Drs B.J.M. (Ben) Verwaaijen
CEO British Telecom
Ir R. (Rein) Willems*
CEO Shell Nederland BV
D. (David) Chang
CEO Philips China
J. (Joan) Clos
Mayor of Barcelona, Spain
Foong W.F. (Wai Fong)*
Trend watcher / Director of the GEM Group, Malaysia

Ruud Lubbers
Chairman of the International Advisory Board Rotterdam

J. (Joel) Garreau*
Editor of the Washington Post/Director of the Garreau Group
E. (Eero) Holstila*
Director of the office of Economic Development
of the City of Helsinki
Prof J. (Jorgen) Randers*
Professor at the Norwegian School of Management, Oslo
J.M. (Jenny) Shipley*
Former Prime Minister of New Zealand
Dr C.N. (Chin Nam) Tan*
Permanent secretary of the Ministry of Information,
Communication and Arts of Singapore
Drs S. (Sander) de Iongh
General Secretary

* attended the third IAB conference from November 1-3, 2006 in Rotterdam.
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2. AGENDA OF
IAB CONFERENCE 2006
WEDNESDAY NOVEMBER 1, 2006

3. RECOMMENDATIONS IAB CONFERENCE 2006:
NEW ENERGY FOR ROTTERDAM!
FRIDAY NOVEMBER 3, 2006

MORNING/AFTERNOON

MORNING

Arrival of IAB members
Educational excursions: trips through the city, visits to specific
projects and meetings with officials and inhabitants from Rotterdam. Aim of these excursions is to acquire specific knowledge
about Rotterdam and to get more ‘living’ information about
the themes of conference 2006:
- Energy
- Development of the Science Business Park Schieveen
- Unique Selling Points for Rotterdam

Meeting with the City Council of Rotterdam at the Town Hall.
The IAB members discuss the first conclusions on the three
themes with the members of City Council and have one-on-one
conversations about a broad range of issues.

EVENING
Opening dinner

AFTERNOON
IAB-congress in the World Trade Center in Rotterdam, visited
by about 150 people that play a role in the execution of one
of the three conference themes.
After an opening speech of IAB-chairman Ruud Lubbers and a
lecture of Alexander Rinnooy Kan (‘Rotterdam as a Great City’)
the first conclusions and recommendations on the three themes
are presented in a video report as a start-up for the discussions
in parallel sessions.

THURSDAY NOVEMBER 2, 2006
MORNING/AFTERNOON
During a breakfast meeting the IAB members have their first
warming-up and discussion. Later this morning a group of
about 30 specialists on one of the three conference themes join
with the IAB members. In three theme groups the IAB members and these specialists leave for three different locations
for in-depth discussions on the three conference themes.
In a combined session later this afternoon the three groups
the IAB members and theme specialists come together again
to collect advice and outcome and draw the first conclusions
on the three themes.

EVENING
Festive evening program ‘Made in Rotterdam’ at Euromast,
where about 130 invited guests from various functions in
Rotterdam meet and talk with the IAB members. During this
evening, hosted by Alderman Roelf de Boer (Economy, Harbour
and Environment), the IAB says farewell to five IAB members:
- Gerlach Cerfontaine
- Eero Holstila
- Joel Garreau
- Jorgen Randers
- Tan Chin Nam

In three parallel sessions (one per conference theme), the IAB
members discuss the execution of the recommendations on
the three conference themes given by the IAB with the group
of people concerned.
IAB-chairman Ruud Lubbers offers the closing statement with
the recommendations of the IAB on the three IAB conference
themes 2006 to Mayor Ivo Opstelten.
After the official closing of the IAB conference, congress
participants are invited for an informal meeting with the IAB
members.

3.1 INTRODUCTION

3.2 MAIN CONCLUSIONS

In the past three years the International Advisory Board
(IAB) Rotterdam has seen the city move from a city with
discussions about negativism and decline to newfound
optimism and ambition. There clearly is momentum for
change. The members of the IAB are glad to see this,
and hear the resonance of previous years’ advice.

The 2006 meeting was focused on three themes: Unique
Selling Points, the development of Science Business Park
Schieveen and Energy. If you want to profile yourself as unique,
you have to start with a clear and inspiring vision.
Rotterdam’s vision should be to position itself as:

In order to be relevant in the changing global architecture,
Rotterdam must anticipate global developments, and grow
from its soft and hard assets. Whereas the 19th century was
dominated by Europe, the 20th by the United States, the 21st
will be an Asian century, where China, India and the Asian
Tiger will play a dominant role. Rotterdam must make their
success its success. Rotterdam must make their growth its
growth.
As the natural physical gateway to Europe, Rotterdam has
been blessed and in a production economy based on the
creation and movement of physical goods, Rotterdam has
been able to capitalise on its location to be the number one
port of the 20th century. We are however moving into an
economy based on the flow of ideas and the embodiment
of experiences. Rotterdam must make this world its own
and make the emerging digital civilisation its success.
A globalising world is a multi-polar, multi-cultural, diverse
world. Rotterdam must move from seeing its diversity as a
problem, or a challenge, to seeing it as an asset. It must
make people from all walks of life welcome in the city, and
create a new open conviviality in the public space, where it
becomes the place to meet, the place to be, the place to work
and the place to think. Not just a convenient location, but
a creative location.

The world capital of CO2-free energy
(smart port and city of the future)
Not only should it build on its impressive legacy as a world
port, but it should also leverage its richness in diversity of
people to become:
The leading intercultural city in Europe
(an inclusive city)

3.3 CITY EMPOWERMENT
To achieve this, the Mayor and Aldermen should invest their
leadership to adopt this vision and the underlying concepts
with a team of change champions, focused on enabling,
acting upon and speeding up developments.
The final step is to launch a very strong and ambitious marketing plan. The momentum is there to shake off modesty,
revitalise the city and to become a leading metropolis.

PARTICIPANTS
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4. MAIN ADVICE ON
THE SUB-THEMES OF 2006:
4.1 ENERGY

4.2 SCIENCE BUSINESS PARK SCHIEVEEN

Roughly half of the world’s known oil and gas reserves have
been used and the rate and the size of discoveries of new
resources have been declining since the 1960s. This implies
that the oil and gas that will be used in the medium and long
term future will be structurally more expensive in addition to
it being finite. The climate is changing, and unless significant
action is undertaken these changes will be catastrophic in the
long term and costly in the medium term. Rotterdam must
become part of the solution of a new energy future.

As the preconditions are now, the chances of creating a
successful science business park are low. So, either you forget
the idea of attracting and retaining knowledge intensive companies, or you start working hard to improve the preconditions
of Schieveen.

GOAL To align the city’s energy and resources and to position
itself internationally, Rotterdam should adopt an ambitious goal
for itself. The IAB strongly recommends Rotterdam to adopt the
goal of becoming: the world capital of CO2-free energy in 2025.

TARGET To realize this goal, Rotterdam should set a target to
reduce CO2 emissions in Rotterdam from its current 80M tonnes
by 50% by 2025 and increase wind generating capacity from
100MW to 2 GW.

METHOD Rotterdam should adopt a broad strategy to realise
its goal. Within this strategy Rotterdam should:
1. Set up a city-wide program to improve energy efficiency;
2. Become frontrunner in CO2 capture & storage (investigate if
it is possible between the NAM, REP staff & TNO). If this is
feasible, Rotterdam can become a clean energy production
centre in North Western Europe for exporting electricity
fuel and heat;
3. Expand CO2-free energy through extensive use of
renewable energy;
4. Create an experimental zone that encourages innovation
in the energy sector.

CREATE ENERGY Rotterdam should support developments
in energy creation in the following fields:
1. Coal to gas technology (CO2 capture)
2. Use of biomass
3. Gas to liquids
4. Strong expansion of North Sea offshore wind fields
100 megawatts to at least 2 gigawatts
5. Make sure that the marginal hydrogen production
availability can be used for experimentation
6. Ensure that energy transition programs have a clear
CO2-reduction focus.

MAIN CONCLUSIONS:
1. Stick to the concept
2. Improve the preconditions
A. Improve spin-off Erasmus MC and TU-Delft
B. Reduce Rotterdam Airport restrictions
(increase flights and destinations)
C. Better accessibility (car and public transport)
D. Better services (services first)
E. Reduction of red tape (dust particles,
balance offices – production, tax facilities);
3. Marketing is the most important aspect
(jointly with Technopolis)
4. Intense co-operation (also financially) with universities and
other knowledge institutes is a very important condition
for success.

4.3 UNIQUE BUYING POINTS
Globally there are hundreds of mid-tier cities, with populations
around a million. Most of these cities are pursuing the same
development strategies, by creating a fibre optic ICT infrastructure, extending its airport, creating science parks, attempting
to attract creative industries, etcetera. While each of these
projects may be very important, they should not be seen as
uniquely differentiating points in a global context.
Rotterdam should move away form a mindset of selling the
city, towards a ‘customer’ driven mindset. Focus more on how
these parties would like to buy-in to Rotterdam. The main
distinctive selling or rather buying points for the Future
Rotterdam should be:
• the world capital of CO2-free energy (smart port and city)
• the leading intercultural city in Europe (an inclusive city).

OTHER CONCEPTS OF MAJOR IMPORTANCE ARE:
• Medical cluster;
• Creative industry segments;
• City of water: a central theme for the IAB in 2007.
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5. IAB 2006
BROAD INSIGHTS
5.1 ENERGY
MAIN RECOMMENDATION
Rotterdam to be the world capital of CO2-free energy
Goal: 50% reduction of CO2 emissions before 2025

EXPERT SESSION THURSDAY (IAB AND SPECIALISTS)
The main goal as above is set, because if Rotterdam doesn’t
pay enough attention to the longer term, ‘we might be dying
in the fossil age’. Rotterdam should invest in its new future,
which is future energy.

WHY ROTTERDAM? What makes Rotterdam fit to claim
the title of world capital of CO2-free energy? Rotterdam’s
assets are:
• In the long term Rotterdam has the incredible advantage of
the port. It can be used to make bio-fuels (converting to
bio-diesel), to convert raw materials;
• Its current impressive multi-channel port infrastructure;
• The scale and scope advantages of the current port
industrial clusters;
• Enough space and possibilities to store CO2 in empty gas
field pockets (compressed liquid, heavier than water);
• Possibilities of re-using CO2 (Westland).
POSSIBLE PARTS OF THE PLAN The IAB indicated several
new elements that can be part of the strategic plan to become
the world capital of CO2-free energy:
• Actions that are focused on reducing energy demand;
• Stimulating capture and re-use of CO2;
• Use the port as a hub for importing biomass;
• Invest in fast expansion of huge wind fields offshore;
• Make sure that hydrogen production can be used for
experimentation and city pilots;
• Ensure that energy transition programmes have a clear CO2
reduction focus and high priority;
• Market Rotterdam as a USP for CO2-free energy.

DIALOGUE B&W (RANDERS AND DE BOER)
Alderman De Boer supports the ambition as defined above.
He believes it to be realistic on both technological aspects and
on infrastructure. Economically these investments are mainly
profitable in the longer term. Therefore it is important to choose
the first steps consciously and start developing the foundation
and from there improve the system to make it profitable.

WHAT TO DO What can Rotterdam do to take these first
steps? Some of the first steps can be listed as follows:
• Rotterdam should start with the creation of an experimental
zone for new energy projects;
• Highlight the things we’re already doing. Rotterdam is in
some ways already on the right track. Use this to create
momentum for follow-up projects;
• Start lobbying in the EU for better conditions (financially and
legally) and for support on big energy breakthrough projects;
• The world capital on CO2-free energy could be supported
by the global trade centre for CO2-free energy. In order to
achieve this, Rotterdam could set up the world exchange
for CO2-free energy (ambitious price for CO2-emissions).
POSSIBLE PARTS OF THE PLAN
• Bio-fuel has an important effect on the emissions, but will
not work on a large scale. It can be part of the plan, although;
• A nuclear plant can also be part of the plan;
• Hydrogen (longer term);
• Couple buyers and dealers of green energy.

RANDERS
AND
DE BOER
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ADDITIONAL RECOMMENDATIONS
FROM CONGRESS SESSION
DEMAND REDUCTION To help demand reduction, Rotterdam
should invest more in making its own public transport CO2-free.
Rotterdam should also show its frontrunner position by developing a national campaign. Part of this campaign is to convince
national government and producers to increase energy labelling.
We can label much more than we do now, for example buildings. Rotterdam could for instance set up a top 100 energyfriendly buildings.

A LOT OF QUESTIONS ARE NOT RAISED (ENOUGH) AT
THE MOMENT The campaign can also focus on a lot of issues
that are currently not considered, simply because people do
not raise the questions. Questions like: Can the water from your
bathtub be re-used? Can we re-use energy? Can we stimulate
energy-related investments by lending money? Can we set up
goals for energy reduction, for example in the development of
new cars? When government, consumers and contractors start
posing these questions, awareness, answers and solutions will
increase.

TECHNOLOGIES Should Rotterdam start thinking about a
nuclear plant? Should Rotterdam go to CO2 storage? 80% said
we should not, for several reasons: besides capture and re-use
of CO2, a lot of technologies can be used already; invest in these
technologies. We can still strongly improve the harbour ecology
(the synergies between all the different industrial plants and
production facilities). A lot of CO2 reduction or re-use can result
from that.

CO2-FREE ENERGY Friday’s session also emphasised that the
sense of urgency should be clarified. A lot of people still do not
sense the seriousness of the situation. But if people realise the
sense of urgency and want to act on it, a lot of investments
in infrastructure is needed to enable people to use CO2-free
energy.

PARTNERSHIPS To get momentum and create scale, partnerships – old and new – will have to be made to bear the weight
of the investments and to share the risks. Rotterdam can help
to organize commitment at a high level and to mobilise decision
makers. It could also mobilise large government subsidies on
a European scale, although Rotterdam ambitions should never
be dependent on subsidies.
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5.2 SCIENCE BUSINESS PARK SCHIEVEEN
STICK TO THE CONCEPT
(COMPETITIVE, UNIQUE, COMPELLING, CONVINCING)

COMPETITION
(COMPETITION IS WORLDWIDE AND LOCAL)

One of the main lessons for developing a science park is the
determination of a city to stick with the concept for a longer
period of time. This concept should be competitive, unique,
compelling and convincing. In order to carry it through, the
concept must be part of a vision which is carried by strong
leadership and supported and promoted by a strong marketing
effort. The IAB members found some of the combinations of
aspects not in line with expectations. Especially accessibility
and the amount of restricting red tape should be addressed
quickly.

For Schieveen, competition is worldwide, which means Schieveen is facing a lot of competition from inside the country but
even stronger from outside the country. Aside from national
issues like tax levels and language skills, the significant laws
that govern all the competing areas worldwide are:
1. Affordability: Can I make a profit here?
2. Accessibility: Can I get there? Is there enough parking or
airport connections? Why do companies want to be here
and not next to Schiphol (local competition)?
3. Availability: Don’t over-zone or over-plan this area.
4. Appropriate labour force.

Some of the statements carrying these messages are listed
below:
• The world will go through the biggest revolution in the
next 150 years and every area will grow like Los Angeles.
New cities are always built a certain way, because of the
way we move around (horse, wagon, car).
1. Current state of the art in transportation is the car,
the airplane and the network computer. On these
three the access of Schieveen should be based
(including glass fibre)
2. Development goes so fast, which makes it very hard to
react or to plan. Planning for the next few years is not
easy; in the next 5 or 8 years the world will change as
fast as it did over the last 20 years. Keep in mind that
you are actually planning for companies that don’t exist
yet.
• Go beyond your concept. Parks in Asia have hotels, apartments, concert halls, recreation areas, sport facilities (a full
menu). Develop a vision of the future;
• A medical science park is too narrow: put more emphasis
on technology;
• The park needs to be ready from day one.
And it needs to be owned by one party;
• Singapore experience: long-term planning (25 years);
a well calculated plan; high ambition, supported by a
stimulating government, instead of a restrictive one!
• Schieveen is no place for warehousing;
• Attract big outside investors, like private equity firms (or big
real estate investment funds). Why not develop Schieveen in
one go (roads, foundations, water, greenery, incubator), all
except the buildings. That way, pile-driving is not necessary
during the next 20 years and the first tenants are not disturbed, especially if you aim for laboratories (sensitive).

COLLABORATION
(INVOLVE ERASMUS MC AND DELFT MUCH MORE)
In order to create critical mass, and to go forward fast,
collaboration is vital. Collaboration with experts from business,
Erasmus MC and TU-Delft is a very powerful force to attract
business and to generate business. Universities need to invest
themselves. The problem is that Erasmus MC has not made a
commitment by way of an investment and the city has not
offered them a claim. Collaboration with business or Erasmus
MC to set up a launching customer, institute or other big development could create a magnet for other businesses. A stronger
business-generating environment surrounding the Erasmus MC
will generate a greater number of future clients for Schieveen
(medical seed fund). Beside these collaborations, a joint venture with Delft Technopolis is absolutely necessary, as is a
combined business plan.

RED TAPE (SINGAPORE IS BREAKING
PLANNING RULES ALL THE TIME!)
Red Tape is slowing the Netherlands down, while the world is
moving faster. Therefore Rotterdam should take charge. Don’t
wait for government regulations to change. The problem is all
about vision and leadership. Rotterdam is always involved in
coalitions. Rotterdam should use these to the fullest to fight
red tape, like restricting regulations on zoning. Current
requirements are nonsense ten or twenty years from now.
Government should allow experimentation and must be more
flexible when needed. Singapore is breaking planning rules all
the time. Rotterdam should focus on creating a climate for
investments and not to discourage investments.
To tackle the impatience of politics versus the development
of Schieveen, Rotterdam should define the problem you are
finding a solution for. When you have to have the right questions, you should have the right answers ready. It comes back
to this: what is the object of the game, what you are trying
to achieve. And if Schieveen is what it takes to fulfil those
Rotterdam needs, go for it, with full conviction.
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ACCESSIBILITY

MARKETING

Accessibility is crucial and it is one of the issues that are currently not completely resolved. On all aspects of accessibility,
Schieveen has uncertainties and unresolved issues. Accessibility
by air is limited, highways are still uncertain and public transport is still in an early planning phase. To resolve these issues,
the IAB has put forward the following recommendation:

Singapore and other parks in the world show us that marketing
is crucial for a science park’s success, even more important than
the bricks and the buildings. Rotterdam should put a strong focus
on this aspect of the development of the park. Ingredients
that will have to be incorporated in a marketing strategy are:
• The world is flat; it is important to link up with the rest of the
world. Companies coming to Schieveen should be integrated
in the value supply chain for them to grow. That’s a USP
(marketing);
• If medical science is a focus area, focus on how to create
success in that area and how to attract those specific companies and private equity;
• Construct a profile for every target group for Schieveen and
state the combination of all the aspects that makes Schieveen
unique for these groups;
• Taxes are important but the focal point of the decisionmaking process is a labour force. Things like taxes and a
green environment are secondary;
• If scientists who are living here develop new innovations this
will positively effect the science park, because they (and their
families) are already in the area. Catch those scientists early
and commit them to Rotterdam and Schieveen;
• The key element: if agreed on the choice for Medical Science,
how to create a success, how to attract the companies and private equity. How to make Schieveen so unique that it will sell.

AIRPORT
• The peaceful ambience of Schieveen versus the noise of an
airport is no problem. State the fact that the way Schieveen
is situated, noise won’t be a problem. Although, if you want
to promote the science park you should not use the airport
as the primary USP;
• Schieveen has to be connected to the main airports in Europe.
Rotterdam Airport needs to grow and connect to more European economic regions to make Schieveen and the area
successful, to open Rotterdam to the rest of the world;
• With the development of Schieveen the government has to
consider allowing more flights to Rotterdam Airport. Rotterdam
has to formulate the mutual interests. The focus of government has to be on development instead of regulation.

ROADS AND PUBLIC TRANSPORT
VAN DER
GRAAF
AND
OPSTELTEN

• There should be no discussion about the development of
good public transportation and excellent connections with
the centre of Rotterdam and the universities. These plans
should be drawn up fast;
• Excellent road connections are a must, A13-A16 and
Doenkade widening are necessary;
• Suggestion: an underground connection with Delft (tunnel)
would stimulate synergies between Delft and Rotterdam
science parks.

DIALOGUE WITH CITY COUNCIL
(VAN DER GRAAF, OPSTELTEN)
Both the Mayor and the IAB agree that Rotterdam needs a
Science park to attract and retain high-end companies. In the
densely populated Rotterdam region, Schieveen is the only good
place left and ideally situated in relation to the University of
Delft, the airport and it has important good natural surroundings.
Singapore clearly shows us that a high ambition level is
required in order to attract the much needed high-end companies. Unfortunately, support from the prosperous airport is
limited because of the tight noise restrictions on the airport.
This is one of the examples where over-regulation is limiting
much needed economic development. Government must stop
restricting and start stimulating. Leadership is required here!
In order to speed up developments, the owners of the land
(Rotterdam and the Delft Universities) should reach an agreement on how to jointly develop both science parks (Technopolis
and Schieveen). The fear of Delft must be taken away by way
of mutual development. Furthermore, City Council should show
its full commitment towards Schieveen to the municipal development team and focus on the infrastructure problems and
on getting investors involved. Erasmus MC should be one of
those investors.
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5.3 UNIQUE SELLING POINTS
UNIQUE BUYING POINTS
Instead of selling the city, the city should adopt an attitude of
trying to figure out what customers want and thus focus more
on Unique Buying Points. If Rotterdam is to lead into the future,
then Rotterdam should adopt a number of important strategic
elements.

ROTTERDAM NEEDS
1. Clear leadership of people and ideas
- The Mayor and his team of champions are the ones
that must show ambition and direction;
- A future Rotterdam strategy: make a new plan for
Rotterdam (grab the flag).
2. The Future Rotterdam should consist of:
• A SMART port (Sexy, Mix city and port, Art and beauty,
Research and development, Talent)
• A medical cluster
• A creative cluster
• Logistics
• New energy (world capital)
• Future water (as economic cluster and next year’s
economic theme focus)
• A strategy for Rotterdam’s ambition to become the
leading European intercultural city.
These concepts need elaboration by mapping and clustering
experts, knowledge centres and best practices. This is especially the case for Future water and Rotterdam as leading
intercultural city in Europe.
3. Rotterdam should further build on its strengths, using
clustering and mapping techniques to get better insights into
areas of potential growth and new opportunities. Rotterdam
should use its current strengths to build and consolidate:
don’t start new things, pick low hanging fruit. It is right
under your nose!
SHIPLEY,
GARREAU
AND
SCHRIJER

4. Rotterdam should focus on enablement, not on restricting
everything. Use the flow of people and invite people to
think, to co-operate and to participate. Governance and
leadership should support them by focusing on change
instead of on keeping the status quo. To accomplish this,
reform of the city administration is crucial. Enablement also
means the city should invest in knowledge and IT systems
and the basic IT infrastructure (for instance, fibre optics).
5. Rotterdam’s economy should evolve from trading and
production to a focus on (port-related) services.
6. Speed up! Rotterdam should really put all its efforts in
speeding up developments. The entire world is moving
faster and faster and the Netherlands are slowing down.
Rotterdam is losing its momentum: it is better to act and
to get it wrong, than not act at all!

ROTTERDAM VALUES These strategic issues should be
surrounded by a strong and lasting set of values. The Rotterdam values that the IAB distinguishes are: enabler, energetic,
economically successful, inclusive and outward looking. The
Rotterdam marketing slogan for the Dutch market ‘Rotterdam
Durft’ (Rotterdam dares) is excellent in this respect. It is worth
it to look for an English slogan with the same appeal and
essence.
DIALOGUE WITH CITY COUNCIL
(SHIPLEY, GARREAU AND SCHRIJER)
Future water can be an extra economic cluster. It can consist of
a centre of excellence of water: floating techniques, damming,
housing on water, water recreation and waterfront developments. Rotterdam should release the port authority grounds
(Stadshavens) for these developments. Rotterdam should also
assign two or three persons to start mapping everything on the
subject of water and Rotterdam.
To combat the image that a lot of people see Rotterdam as
unsafe, noisy and dirty, Rotterdam should focus on its strengths.
It should aim to become the intercultural city in Europe. We
need people to be comfortable with 50% non-Dutch inhabitants. It’s a strength, not a weakness. You have to live in a
social harmonious way: The New Holland. Rotterdam should
focus on the new generation for this ambition. They are more
open to this concept and they are the ones that are going to
do it! Within this ambition, work with the concept of the
‘Rotterdam Dream’: participate, take care of your neighbours,
get a job. You have to tell non co-operators what the rules are.
But you also have to show them the potential of prosperity.

ROTTERDAM SHOULD NOT FOCUS ON EVERYBODY
SPEAKING DUTCH (BUT ENGLISH) Rotterdam should not
focus on everybody speaking Dutch. This is not the way of the
future. Rotterdam’s future is in the world economy. Focus on
young people’s ability to speak English. Focus on making
elderly internationals feel like genuine Rotterdam inhabitants.
And maybe via the kids and parents teach them a little English.
This will also get them out of isolation. Rotterdam should further embrace working bottom-up, not top-down. Rotterdam’s
new administration should keep focusing on results.

ENABLEMENT AND GLASS FIBRE For the future, the city
needs glass fibre everywhere in the city, especially for the
young in the city. This is their door to the world. Create a dream:
Let’s put the jersey on (the jersey that fits the dream everyone
is pursuing). Create taskforces to develop the dream and find
good people to support the dream. Enable people to participate
in Rotterdam and in the world and enable them to contribute!
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ADDITIONAL ELEMENTS
FROM FRIDAY’S CONGRESS SESSION
Today’s world is about experiencing the city. Rotterdam must
develop its public space and waterfront focused on experience
(also seating areas well located and orientated for experience
and interaction). Rotterdam should be optimally accessible in
order to experience it. The railway system is very important:
if it functions well, the city will be able to benefit from it.
In order to attract talented people to Rotterdam, extra effort is
required. People don’t relocate very easily. You need the answer to: What is so special about Rotterdam to relocate: what’s
the magic of this city? You have to tell it and show it. Rotterdam
should look at its strength in a competitive Europe. Rotterdam
should also speed up developments drastically. The speed in
Holland is much too slow. The momentum is almost lost
(Nieuwe Maasvlakte, Central Station, Highway A4 etc.)

INTERCULTURAL CITY
The cities that become frontrunners and leaders are cities which
think and act in harmonious communities (read Mr. Putman’s
- Dutch, Harvard University - strategy for the multicultural
solutions). Elements of these harmonious communities are
‘the new us’: serious stakeholders, value inspiration, modern
Rotterdam, not divided, not Holland ‘Plus’, but a borderless
Holland, with good values, inspiration and motivation.
Rotterdam can take the lead in this.
An obligation to speak Dutch is not the way of the future.
We have to cope with people who won’t be speaking our
language. There should be no obligation to learn the Dutch
language, English is a good alternative.
For an intercultural city, conversation must be made possible.
At this moment there are too few seats in public spaces, no
hang-outs for young people. You need more social environment. Create space for interaction in the public space. Face
seats towards each other and towards playing children for
elderly to congregate.
Another good example to deal with the multicultural problems
are headlines like: Rotterdam has too few non-Dutch people.
Or: We want to have more non-Dutch people in Rotterdam.
Create a new word for ‘allochtoon’ in the new Rotterdam.
Rotterdam wants more ‘internationals’.

KNOWLEDGE (GET EVERYONE INVOLVED)
To create a world centre of excellence, the port should
collaborate with universities of Delft, Antwerp, Shanghai
and Erasmus University, and for medics with Delft and Leiden.
Rotterdam should invest in talent. They are the foundation of
a prosperous city. Rotterdam should also attract all the Dutch
knowledge on water. Water is the new oil. And the Dutch are
globally the experts on the subject of water. Use Rotterdam’s
position to develop this asset.

MARKETING
Rotterdam can use some additional marketing efforts to boost
its success in attracting business and talent. Rotterdam should
develop an elevator pitch, which everyone can understand and
replicate. In this way everyone who knows the elevator pitch
can be your salesman and ambassador. Rotterdam could also
adopt some special features. An example that could be very
successful is to let Rotterdam become the first city in Europe
where street names are in Chinese. This will guarantee that
more Chinese people feel invited to come to Rotterdam.

ENABLEMENT AND ACTION
One of the most import issues for the city of Rotterdam is increasing enablement and speeding up action and developments.
Global timeframes are getting shorter and the complexity is
increasing. If Rotterdam doesn’t speed up, the momentum will
be lost. Several actions are suggested to increase enablement
and to speed up action and developments:
• Create projects to stimulate more entrepreneurship for
‘allochtonen’ (non-Dutch persons), celebrate their cultures,
promote partnerships between cultural groups and engage
the leaders of the projects;
• Rotterdam should become a centre for the whole of Holland.
Bring together the capacity from all over the Netherlands
and use it as leverage for Rotterdam developments;
• You need serious doses of public sector reform. There are too
many layers, it’s too bureaucratic. Leadership is important.
Public sector reform is also necessary to deal with complex
Randstad issues;
• Rotterdam should integrate city, university and business.
The activities of the university have to be more inspired by
the challenges of the city (government, people and social
issues). It is currently underdeveloped. If Rotterdam is to
focus on China, the University should embrace this fully
and participate and stimulate and vice versa;
• Rotterdam can create its success like Singapore did. If you
choose something, you go for it all the way, like Singapore
did with life sciences. But stay realistic!
• Rotterdam should be careful to avoid choosing just one option.
Focusing too quickly will probably result in squandering
some worthwhile opportunities.
At this moment there are too many people saying you can’t
do this or that, instead of saying: ‘We can!’. Rotterdam should
even increase the proactive attitude that it is famous for in
Holland, because by international comparison it is still acting
and developing too slowly. Rotterdam has the potential.
It should act now and use the momentum.
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A DREAM FOR ROTTERDAM
To motivate, inspire and unite Rotterdam towards a great
future, a collective dream can serve as a collective vehicle.
This summary of the IAB 2006 recommendations ends with
the dream the IAB members have invoked during the three
days of the IAB 2006 meeting. Rotterdam’s dream is constructed as follows:
D: Dependency of the system:
interconnectivity, talent and system efficiency.
R: Retreat: an attractive business climate,
a good place to have an interesting life.
E: Economic opportunities: willingness to endure,
imperfections are turned into the opportunities
of the future (China is a good example).
A: Aspirations of the ‘Future Rotterdam’. Embrace a
multitude of aspirations within the Future Rotterdam.
M: Momentum: momentum to enable speeding up developments is very important. You need collective energy and
use available dynamics to create the dream of the Future
Rotterdam.

A DREAM WILL MOTIVATE, INSPIRE AND UNITE
A CITY TOWARDS A GREAT FUTURE:

THE FUTURE
ROTTERDAM:
WORLD CAPITAL
OF CO2-FREE ENERGY
AND EUROPE’S LEADING
INTERCULTURAL CITY
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ROTTERDAM
AS A GREAT CITY
A.H.G. RINNOOY KAN

Recently, I was asked about my views on what defines a
great city.
Many of the questions took me by surprise, and I am not sure
that my answers were very convincing. I am sure that you will
recognize the symptoms. After we have spent some time in
any city, we know whether or not it qualifies as a really great
one. And of course, that knowledge depends on a large number
of different inputs that are hard to specify. Great cities are cities
where an affordable taxi stops right away when you raise your
arm, where you can have a decent meal 24 hours of the day,
where you discover a brilliant young artist in a gallery. In a way,
a city is a great city because it smells like a great city.
And that smell is not necessarily always a pleasant one.
That simple insight already helps. Great cities are not perfect.
On the contrary, I find cities that are near perfect somewhat
boring. This first example that comes to mind is the city of
Prague. A wonderful city by any standard, but by now so freshly
painted and perfectly maintained that it starts to look like a
subsidiary of Disney World. Great cities inevitably have neighbourhoods that are in disarray and that badly require renovation.
They are bound to look pretty awful. However, if you would
revisit that same city ten years later, you would inevitably find
that these neighbourhoods had improved enormously but that
other ones had deteriorated in the meantime. Great cities
change all the time. Indeed, one of their main roles in the
national economy is to accommodate rapid change.
There is no doubt in my mind that Rotterdam is a great city.
At the same time, let me try to be more precise about the
relevant dimensions for that qualification. I invite you to
disagree and to reach entirely different conclusions, provided
of course that Rotterdam is always part of your final list.
My first criterion will be that a great city has a great location.
The reason is simple: the location explains why these cities
were created in the first place. There can be no doubt that
Rotterdam satisfies this criterion. If you try to list the natural
advantages of the Dutch economy, that list would be surprisingly short but it would certainly include the presence of the best
European deep sea water harbour. There is no need to remind
anybody in Rotterdam of that status, but at the same time it
is a tradition that needs to be protected and updated on a
regular basis. That explains the strategic importance of the
Maasvlakte project, including all efforts to ensure a proper
infrastructure and a competitive energy supply to future users
of the facilities. Great cities that want to remain great cities
cannot take anything for granted.

My second criterion is that a great city has a great history.
Anybody who has ever lived in Rotterdam will, in thinking of
the history of the city, immediately think of the Second World
War and its dramatic consequences. There is an unforgettable
photograph of Rotterdam as it looked like in 1945, that shows
the remainders of the Laurenskerk surrounded by a completely
flat and lifeless area without any construction, an urban desert.
The post war reconstruction of the harbour and the redevelopment of the city centre is one of Rotterdam’s great accomplishments. Here, the main challenge is to ensure that it will continue to inspire future generations of its inhabitants.
My third criterion is that a great city has a diverse population.
Diverse in the economic sense of the word: the city will not
retain greatness if it drives the poor out into its suburbs and
it will do even worse if it does that to the rich. For a while,
Rotterdam came close to the latter strategy. Right now, of
course, we all know that the diversity of this city’s population
is one of its great challenges. It links into a few of the dimensions of greatness that are yet to come, but already at this point
I can do little better than to repeat last year’s recommendation
of the international advisory board to view this diversity as a
source of strength rather than a source of trouble. Great cities
are microcosms of the world around them, and that world
continues to diversify very rapidly.
My fourth criterion is that a great city has an innovative economy. Great cities are the engines of change and are the only
feasible locations for major economic experiments and commercial gambles. Many of these will fail, but the ones that
succeed will have an influence that stretch way beyond the
city boundaries. A great city will welcome and support the
innovators, and will accept the risks involved. To me, the
willingness to embrace change and accept risk is one of the
defining features of Rotterdam. I loved the campaign that said
‘Rotterdam dares’, ‘Rotterdam durft’, and I strongly encourage
the city to pick up the theme again as a central ingredient to
its city marketing efforts.
The eagerness to innovate also affects my fifth criterion: a
great city has a rich culture. There is no great city without a
great orchestra, without more than one great theatre and
without more than one great museum. But the true strength
of a city’s culture shows through in hundreds of small efforts
by artists that are unknown today and potential superstars
tomorrow, who settle down in the city because they feel at
home there and welcome its support. For many years, the
willingness of Rotterdam to establish itself as a hotbed for
cultural experimentation added enormously to its national

and international reputation. That can be viewed as an
accomplishment in its own right, but I would like to argue
that even the cold and impartial logic of economic progress
underlines the need for a great city to have a vibrant and
visibly dynamic cultural life. I very much hope that Rotterdam
will continue to understand that message.
The sixth criterion for a great city is that it has a great university. Of course, that university will be part of a great educational system that serves the city as a whole. But a university is
a vital ingredient. Its students and its professors feed into the
city culture and its researchers feed into the city economy.
A great university has to be part of an international academic
community and can never submerse itself entirely into the city.
But it should consider itself part of the urban community, and
it should feed on the intellectual challenges that the city offers:
its social problems, its economic needs, its administrative complexities. As we all know, Rotterdam has a great university
that bears the name of the single great philosopher that the
city ever produced. I believe that the partnership between the
university and the city of Rotterdam is still underdeveloped and
has potential for further growth, in spite of a rich historical
track record that started when the university was founded as
an explicit initiative by its leading entrepreneurs of the city.
That looks like a great opportunity for its incoming president!
This seventh criterion for a great city is that it inspires loyalty.
First and foremost the loyalty of its inhabitants, who will grumble and complain about the city and criticize it loudly, but
immediately rush to its defence if any non-inhabitant would
dare to agree with them. In its famous ‘Opzoomeren’ (community revival) project, Rotterdam managed to translate that
loyalty at street level into a great beautification program. The
more globalization becomes a reality, the more we need a local
environment to get emotionally attached to and sentimentally
involved in.
Finally, a great city also thinks ahead. It accepts risk and uncertainty and it embraces change. Hence, it accepts the need
to come to grips with an uncertain future. A great city is in a
permanent process of strategic reassessment.
Rotterdam has a great tradition of creative strategic thinking,
from World War II onwards, and has set a standard in this area
that many others are trying to follow. The installation of the
International Advisory Board Rotterdam fits that tradition. For
me it is a pleasure to participate in this board and interact with
so many distinguished international board members.

So far, Rotterdam has also demonstrated its understanding that
the design of a clever plan by a small group is only step one.
The ultimate success of a city strategy depends on its ability
to secure the involvement and commitment of the city population at large.
I am sure that the city administration realizes that this followup phase is the great challenge that now lies ahead. It will
demand a mayor effort, but it will be worth it. Involvement
inspired by loyalty to the city and commitment inspired by
strong leadership are essential ingredients for Rotterdam to
succeed.
Let me just say that in that respect, the priorities of the city
match the priorities of the country at large. Speaking in the role
of chairman of the Social and Economic Council of the Netherlands, it was for good and similar reasons that participation was
the main theme of the medium term plan recently presented.
In a society such as the Netherlands, that was fragmented by
the rapid dissolution of its traditional segmentation – the ‘ontzuiling’ – and the simultaneous influx of large ethnic minorities,
a strong new sense of local participation, at city and country
level, is required for social cohesion to take root and to persist.
As much as we are true global citizens today and happy consumers in a global marketplace, charity still begins at home.
In securing broad participation by its citizens in today’s activities and tomorrow’s plans, Rotterdam would provide the best
possible follow-up to the deliberations of her International
Advisory Board. We expect no less from what we surely all
agree is a really great city.

Dr Alexander Rinnooy Kan is chairman of the Social and
Economic Council of the Netherlands and a member of the
International Advisory Board Rotterdam.
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